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On behalf of Cleeve Vale Rotary Club we extend a
most warm welcome to you all on our fifteenth
anniversary of this event. We are delighted to
welcome both old and new friends to celebrate the
occasion with us. This year members of the Rotary
Club of Winchcombe have joined to help with the
organisation and manning of the event, and we
express our considerable thanks to them.
Over the past fifteen years your participation and
generosity has enabled us to raise in excess of
£200,000 and to support a wide range of local and
international causes, such as the following.
• The Community Defibrillator Project – the

supply and installation of Automated External
Defibrillators to local schools, community
locations and village halls. Local people are
trained in their use and lives saved as a result.

• Supporting local schools and students – a
variety of activities including Young Chef of the
Year, Achiever Awards, Life Education Mobile
Units which visit local primary schools, and
musical instruments.

• Supporting local charities – carer organisations,
activities for the disabled, and this last year a
£10,000 donation to Sue Ryder at Leckhampton
Court.

• World Polio Eradication – contribution to the
International Rotary Polio Eradication
programme in collaboration with the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation.

• International Aid – donations to Mercy Ships,
DEC for Myanmar, standpipes for water supply,
malaria nets for Africa, and many more.

Our weekend begins with the Cotswold Tour on
the Saturday, organised by the Winchcombe
Rotary Club. This takes in 80 miles of the finest
Cotswold countryside, starting at Prescott and
finishing at The Classic Motor Hub, Bibury.
Sunday is our main event. Again we have a full
paddock of Classics and interesting cars to ‘run
the hill’. In the Orchard there will be other
classics on display to be viewed and admired,
many of whom will form a cavalcade to drive the
hill immediately after the mid-day break.
Our sincere thanks go to The Bugatti Owners
Club for their help and cooperation in allowing us
to hold this event and to their marshals who look
after our safety. To our sponsors and advertisers we
also express our thanks for contributing to the day.
Your support is most appreciated.
We would like to welcome new members to join us
in Rotary at Cleeve vale. If you are interested
please talk to any Rotarian on the day or contact
the club on www.cleevevale.org.uk
Thank you once again for your support and we
hope you will have a wonderful day with us, here
at Prescott. See you next year!
Stephen Lloyd and Phil Johnson

Message from the Presidents of the Rotary Club of
Cheltenham Cleeve Vale

Programme of Events
0830 Gates open. Hill may be walked until 0945
0900 Briefings for all drivers and passengers begin
1000 Hill opening by Bob Compet in his 1934 Lagonda
1002–1300 Hill Runs
1300–1330 Lunch break
1315 Cavalcade assembles in Orchard
1330 Cavalcade proceeds up hill
1340 Hill runs restart
1530 Winners in AUTOGLYM ‘Best turned out car’ competition

announced
1530 Hill closes
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The first thing that we should be celebrating today is the 80th anniversary of the existence of
the Prescott Hill Climb. Ours is the event closest to the date of the first club meeting which
was held on May 25 1938. Prescott was the first purpose built speed event venue to come on
stream since the sport on public roads was outlawed in 1924. How grateful we all are for the
foresight of the Bugatti Owners Club which has given so much pleasure to so many.

Some ten years later Ferrari were established and to acknowledge that famous marquee I am
grateful to Mark Hales who has written an article in his inimitable style about driving one of
them. If you impressed by his writings then why not arrange to have a Masterclass with him
[page 14].

Also in 1948 the Bristol 401 was launched and it features both on our back cover [which is
always a period advert] and in the article [page 18] by Warwick Banks who has kindly brought
his 401 along and is parked in Moss Alley next to a Bristol 400. From my youth I think I am
right in saying that the Bristol 401 was the first 2 litre 4 seater saloon capable of 100 mph
[although the Motor Sport road test of the time by Bill Boddy gives only 98mph].

My first memory of having an exciting car ride was in a Riley of my Uncle Michael in the late
1940s. I cannot be positive about the model but it was a 4 seater saloon so it was possibly a
Kestrel. I can thus appreciate Mark Ransome’s article about his Riley Kestrel on pages 48
and 50.

We are delighted to welcome back our
friends from the Netherlands [which
includes a Belgian from just over the
border]. They last came 5 years ago and are
led again by Bas Rijk for whom this is his
fifth time at our event [see article on page
16]. I felt it entirely appropriate to invite
one from their group to open the hill for us
today as a small token of our appreciation
of their support. This will be performed by
the magnificent Lagonda of Bob Compet.
In 1936, the car came out of the factory as
a Lagonda LG45 Coupe but was converted in the seventies to this stunning beauty, an open
car with a lot of power and potential. Up to 2005, it participated in various races and the
owner at the time decide to uprate the engine, brakes, gearbox and other running gear to
scrape off those last seconds. The recently rebuilt engine gives a lot of torque and around
190BHP, and the big bore exhaust system gives a lovely rumbling sound. With a freshly rebuilt
Alvis fully synchronized gearbox, missing a gear isn’t an option any more. The tail was slightly
modified around 2008 to fit (a lot) more luggage in the back and it has participated in all of
the Flying Scotsman rallies of the last 10 years.

For the last 3 years we have been very lucky to have Jerry Sturman as our commentator but as
he has an important competitive hill climb to attend we are indebted to Zog Zeigler for taking

Paddock Jottings – Geoff Kimber
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up the microphone for us today. Zog has been a
journalist and broadcaster in the area for many
years. He has always been this event’s friend and
was instrumental in persuading Richard Hammond
to come along a few years ago.

I am grateful to all those who have provided me
with articles including Joy Rainey [McLaren, page
54], Chris Hemmings [Lanchester Special, page
20], Peter Dewe [Alfa Sud, page 28], Mark Bagnall
[Dutton, page 58] and Ed Myland [Porsche 924,
page 22]. The pictures in Ed’s article particularly
fascinated me because of the planes in the
background; can you name them?

8

Programme designed and typeset by
David Onyett Publishing & Production Services
david.onyett@btinternet.com  07980 282518

Printed by in2print  01242 295555  info@in2print.com
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When they tested at Fiorano, the workers in the factory put down their tools and
came out to watch and listen. The houses in the street nearest the track fetched
twice as much as those which offer no view. It’s what Rene Arnoux called “the
power of the red cars. . .” I sit in a cramped cockpit, waiting. Men seek my gaze,
clench their fists, stick their thumbs up. Women tilt their heads and smile. . . At
last, the marshals move the barriers. Time to go. Flick the switches for the
pumps, press the starter and hear the familiar frenzied whirr from behind, then
the raucous, disembodied bark. The thrashing of valves and cams and pistons,
the clatter and tick from rows of inlet trumpets, all of it inches behind my head
and noisier by far than anything else I’ve driven. It’s an orchestrated command
for the thronging swathe of humanity to shuffle its feet backwards and clear the
road. Men with tabards motion me to go then nod their approval.

It’s like being on the stage. . . I have but a small part to play but advance
billing has brought a massive audience which I know will be rapt by the
performance, good or bad. An audience with only a polite interest in the GT40s,
the Cobras and the E-types because here is a 512S Ferrari, the last of the monster
five-litre sports cars built at the very end of the 60s for the world championship
battle with Porsche’s brutal 917 and it’s red and it has four white painted
megaphones under its rooster tail, crackling and braying as only a V12 can. And
my part now is to sit where the great Ronnie Peterson sat, where Mario sat,
where Arturo stretched to peer over the wheel. To see the same road they saw
through the bowl of a screen. To feel it is to sample a forbidden fruit. To take a
drug which it’s almost impossible to find.

It’s five in the afternoon on Thursday. Qualifying for the Le Mans Legends
race is an hour’s workout under a relentless sun. The 512’s steering is heavy, like
trying to turn the wheel with the engine switched off and needs shoulders and
biceps rather than fingertips. Fights back all the time and makes it look as if
you’re sawing the wheel. The gearshift is a little stump with a wooden knob,
jutting out of a small slotted gate to your right. Sends back every snick and grate
from the gears in a box built big and tough to stand 24 hours of abuse. Needs a
deliberate movement right or left because of the lock which makes you go
through each gear in turn but which tangles and sends you to second rather than
fourth. So when I didn’t quite get the brake pedal pumped up enough between
the last two chicanes and locked the rears, I had to fumble my way carefully
through third, then second, then first but I had to wait until I’d sorted out a slither
which needed both hands on the wheel.

But then that wonderful engine comes to the rescue. Sways the tail in a
gentle slew of wheelspin. Puts on a show for the grandstands. Sets the yellow
flags with the prancing black horses waving as you speed past the pits. And
every time you hit the next gear you heard the hoarse V12 bark rolling back from
the towers either side as you rush towards the tricky crest at the Dunlop chicane,
scramble through and down the hill and up the other side of Tertre Rouge and

70 years of Ferrari – Mark Hales
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onto the straight which is such a part of the Le Mans fascination. Maybe it’s
because the sides of the road are so close, or maybe it’s the houses only feet
away, but where you normally have open spaces, the scenery flashes past the
corners of your eyes, too fast to be anything but a grey blur. And these days, the
other side between the trees and over the blind crests between Mulsanne corner
and Indianapolis, is even quicker. It’s a place where the car goes light then settles
one corner at a time and where you hope there’s nothing parked. I go by a
Porsche RSR driving hard. It’s as if it’s parked.

The weekend was going well. Thursday’s workout had been good enough for
the Legends pole – straightline speed helped towards a lap fast enough even for
a place on the back of the 24 hour grid – and from the rolling start I swopped
places with the nimble Ligier driven by Willie Green as we played to the crowds,
safe in the knowledge that when I asked, the V12 would stretch a gap for me and
provide the grand finish. But then. . . the Ferrari’s rear end began to steer left as I
accelerated, turn right as I backed off. A loose wheel perhaps. . . It was a hint I
couldn’t ignore and I toured slowly back to the pits. By the time we had the car
back in the paddock, the left rear tyre was completely flat. A Le Mans flint had
done its worst.

But it almost didn’t matter. Le Mans is a place all its own and the Ferrari is
still special, even after all these years. I had felt, and seen, the power of the red
cars.
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Geld moet rijden – Bas Rijk

It was the 2006 edition of this marvellous event
that a fellow-Rotarian invited me to go with
him. I was quite surprised by his invitation, but
later realised that of course it must have been
because I owned a classic car, a 1963
Mercedes 230 SL Pagoda at the time, that he
asked particularly me to come with him.

Anyway, participating in both the classic car
tour on Saturday and the hill climb on Sunday
left an enormous impression on me. As a son of
the absolutely flat ‘polders’ in Holland, the
surroundings of the Cotswolds left a deep
impression. The houses, green nature, stunning
views, friendly people, immaculate organisation
and off course, the marvellous gathering of
classic cars. It was just a perfect weekend.

At home, where one year later I joined a
group of other British car enthusiasts, of course
the event was promoted heavily by me. In 2009
I finally got the others convinced that this was
a trip we just had to make. So I contacted the
ever-helpful Geoff Kimber and announced
participation of 10 people with 5 cars. I already
switched to Austin Healey (’59 Sprite Mk I),
along with a Triumph TR 2 and 3, Alvis TD21,
and my former Mercedes. The enthusiasm was
soon adapted by all members of the group,
named GMR (‘Geld moet rijden’ meaning
‘money is meant to be driven around’).

So in 2010 back we were, now with 8 cars. A
Jaguar MK2, a Bentley 4.5litre and an Austin 7
Special were added. Despite the weather being
‘a bit more British’ we once again had a great
weekend.

The years after that the
group (consisting of more
or less the same people,

with sometimes a change in cars, like myself
‘investing’ in a 1953 Austin Healey 100) kept
making trips in spring. We went to Italy,
France, Germany, Luxemburg and  stayed in
Holland one year.

2013 was the year we returned to the
Cotswolds, again with 8 cars. I remember in
that year one of our cars broke down and we
found a small garage in Cleeve Hill. The owner
was plastering his office that Saturday so told
us he was sorry, but could not work on the car.
Luckily one member of our group used to paint
and plaster for a living, so eagerly took over the
plastering equipment while the owner of the
garage fixed the car. Big fun that was.

As a group of classic car enthusiasts we have
organised our own event twice now. It was
inspired because we had so much fun at your
Prescott Hill Climb. We call it the ‘only hill-
climb in the Netherlands’. We use the only hill
we have, being the dike that holds the water out
of our low-lying country.

Now, in 2018, 9 years after GMR made its
debut, the call of the Cotswolds was very
strong. Contacting Geoff once again, we
happily found out this great event is still on the
calendar and decided quickly to return. Now
with 14 people and 7 cars we are very happy to
be back. Hoping for decent weather and
knowing the Cleeve Vale Rotary Club will
organise another great tour and event, we can’t
wait to start our engines.

Hope to see you all then!

From left to right:
Han Deij, Hans Schieman,
Dirk Lindenberg, Bob Compiet,
Job Visser, Willem Lion, Bas Rijk,
Dieter Kuijl, Austin Lion,
Rob Nijman
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Bristol 401 – SJL 29 – Warwick Banks

This car was bought new by my father,
J.W.E. Banks, in 1952 to replace another 401
that was written off in the Monte Carlo Rally.

It has been modified by moving the fuel tank
from beneath the tail to behind the rear seats
and has a Perspex rear window to get the
weight further forward. The work was done
by Bristols. When it competed in the Alpine
Rally it had a full race BS4 engine, hence the
different rev counter. Unfortunately it broke
a halfshaft whilst in line for a Coupe des
Alpes and did not finish.

However it did several Monte Carlo Rallies
without success but then excelled itself by
coming second twice, and winning its class, in
the Dutch Tulip Rally. From this event came
my father’s very successful importation of
KONI shockabsorbers and my own association
with the factories in Holland and Nice.

It was sold in 1965 and then bought back in
1994 in a sorry state and fully restored at vast
expense to be seen as it is now.

As my father was a Committee Member of
the Bugatti Owners Club it spent many days
parked on the grass just before the starting
line, being then registered LME 1.

Our farm bulldozer driver and his D4
Caterpillar also spent a week forming the
New Loop at Prescott!
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This Lanchester is a bit of a
strange one. It was built in 1998
by a retired ex-Humber engineer.
He obtained a Lanchester Leda
chassis complete with all running
gear and engine/gearbox. The
body was shot. He decided to add
a body from the Royale Sabre kit
car, originally designed to take
Ford running gear on a specially
built chassis. This body is in the
style of the BMW 327 from the
late 1930’s. Having built the car,
he realised the Lanchester engine, complete with the Wilkinson pre-selector gearbox, was under
powered and so at some stage he put in the engine and gearbox from a late 1968 MGB! So this is
a bit of a odd ball! I bought the car at auction a few months ago and I am steadily going through it,
changing various bits and upgrading as sympathetically as I can.

I met the owner/builder and have actually visited him at his Ledbury home where he gave me
various bits including an unfitted hard top. He has a couple of other classics as well.

The car is registered as a Lanchester 1953 vintage so qualifies as a classic. It has all the original
Lanchester badging, chassis plates and numbers etc.

Lanchester Special 1953 – Chris Hemming

A message from everyone at Sue Ryder,
Leckhampton Court Hospice, Cheltenham

On behalf of the staff, patients and families of the Hospice I would like to express our gratitude
to the members of Cleeve Vale Rotary Club, and the participants of last year’s Classic Car

Event at the Prescott Hill Climb, for their generous support of the Hospice’s services.

It costs £3.7 million per year to run the In Patient Unit, the Day Hospice and the Hospice at
Home service. We do receive a grant from the local NHS Commissioning Board but still have
to find £2.7 million from other sources and so we are very grateful for any support in order to

maintain our services to the people of Gloucestershire.

Thank you so much, and thank you for a wonderful event at Prescott, it is always a joy
and a challenge to ‘climb the hill!’.

Revd. Robert Pestell
Chaplain, Sue Ryder, Leckhampton Court Hospice

Owner of WCA 273, a Daimler SP250 – Dart (1960)
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Established in 2006, the Porsche 924 Owners’ Club was
set up as the only club dedicated solely to the Porsche
924. As an often overlooked and undervalued car, at the
time, the Porsche 924 was at risk of being forgotten and
lost. With a passionate and enthusiastic membership,
we have been pivotal to increasing the profile of the car
in the eyes of classic enthusiasts and the classic car
press.

Run by the members on a non-profit basis, we really
are a friendly club that offers unparalleled support. Our
knowledgeable and dedicated committee members
work in their spare time to deliver truly amazing service
for the membership.

The club magazine is published three times a year
and the blend of superb articles, high quality
photography and technical support articles won it the
coveted “Classic and Sports Car” club magazine of the
year award in 2017.

Our events calendar is packed and varied. With
regional officers running local events, we get the cars
out and used en mass regularly. Our large national
events calendar includes a national gathering, and
stands at larger classic car shows. For the fortieth
anniversary of the car (yes, some really are that old) we
held an event at the Porsche Centre at Silverstone. Over
100 924s were in attendance on the day which was
possibly the largest ever gathering of these cars in the
UK.  We were rewarded by winning the “Classic and
Sports Car” event of the year.

Recently, we attended the Practical Classics
Restoration Show at the NEC for the first time.
Ambitiously, we decided to run live demonstrations on
two cars on the stand; if you’re the sort of person who
doesn’t like people watching you work, you can imagine
how we felt! Unbelievably, we won National Car Club
Award for best live demonstration on a car club stand.
We felt very proud!

The Porsche 924 was originally conceived as a joint
VW and Porsche project. When VW pulled out, Porsche
saw the huge potential and bought back the design,
developing it further into the production ready model for
1976. Using an engine block from Audi, Porsche
redesigned the top end for power and the sump to allow
it to be tilted over (and keep the bonnet line low).
Producing 125hp in standard form, the 2.0l 924 was
quick but the chassis was clearly capable of handling
more.

Enter then the 924 Turbo in 1978. Using the same
2.0l engine but thoroughly re-engineered to fit the turbo
under the bonnet, the power was up to 170hp – the
most powerful 2.0l engine of its day. From rest, the
figures don’t suggest how quick they are (60 comes in
about 7 seconds). As was common with early turbos, the
engine takes a while to hit peak performance. However,
when it does, it’s best to hold on as the scenery quickly
becomes quite blurry!

The turbo further evolved for racing. The 924 was
Porsche’s official entry for the 1980 Le Mans 24 hour.
Late to development, Porsche entered it into the
prototype category, where it wasn’t expected to do well.
Remarkably, it ran reliably, efficiently and of the three
cars entered finished 6th and 12th and 13th overall. Part
of this development programme created the 924 Carrera
GT road car. With less than 400 ever made, and only 75
in RHD form, this 210 hp wide arched 924 not only looks
exotic but is one of the rarest Porsche road models ever
made.

Yet, not the rarest 924 model! That title belongs to
the ultra rare and exotic 924 Carrera GTS. Lighter and
more powerful there were only 59 ever made by
Porsche. We believe we have the only two cars in the UK
in the club and we may be lucky enough to have one
here today.

The final incarnation of the 924 was the S. With the
Audi block becoming unavailable Porsche wanted to
continue 924 production and used the later 944 engine
as the replacement. An incredibly advanced engine for
its time, this big 2.5l four pot produced a reliable 160hp
and delivers it in such a smooth way that it feels a
thoroughly modern sports car.

Come and visit us in our area today, we’d love to
meet you. From the ‘70s cars through to fire breathing
(literally) homologation specials, we should have a good
display of the range. We’re a friendly bunch and we love
to chat all things car related!

The Porsche 924 Owners’ Club – Ed Myland
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COME AND VISIT US TODAY IN THE PADDOCK
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Prescott pics
If you’d like a personalised souvenir of your
day at Prescott, why not buy a set of pictures
of your car going up the hill? It’s a great
memento and it helps to boost the Rotary
Club’s coffers at the same time. We have our
own photographer taking pictures throughout
the day; you can see the images on screen in
the gazebo between the signing on hut and the
start and order them straight away.

If you think you’ll want to buy some pictures of
yourself on the hill, and you’re going to be
there all day, it’s best to spread out your runs.
Our photographer starts at the top of the hill in
the morning and works his way down through
the afternoon, so if you stagger your runs
you’ll get pictures of yourself at different
points on the hill.

You can request a CD at any time; order it on
the day and you’ll receive it within two weeks.
Choose this option and you’ll get a sequence of
stills from each of your runs, with the CD priced
at £15 including P&P. If you order later, just
send a cheque payable to Cheltenham Cleeve
Vale Rotary Club
to Geoff Kimber:

2 Tobacco Close, Winchcombe,
Cheltenham Glos GL54 5NE

Our photographer for the day is Richard Dredge,
who is always on the lookout for cars to
photograph for magazines. He photographs
cars for a variety of magazines, and constantly
has to source new, used and classic vehicles
for his features. So whatever your car(s), if
you’d like to see them in print, just speak to his
colleague Vicky on the day or drop him a line
via his website at www.magiccarpics.co.uk

If you’d like to commission a studio or location
shoot of your car, that can also be arranged –
again, just speak to Vicky on the day or contact
Magic Car Pics via its website.
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The Alfa Sud – Peter Dewe

The Alfa Sud was launched in the UK in 1973 and took the motoring world by storm. The Sud
broke new ground for Alfa Romeo. It was front wheel drive, flat four configuration engine, disc
brakes all round and was initially introduced as a four door saloon with a 1186cc, 63 BHP boxer
engine and 4 speed gearbox. In 1974 an uprated 2 door saloon was introduced with a double
choke carburettor [68 BHP] and 5 speed close ratio gearbox giving a genuine 100 MPH.

Over the next few years the saloon versions had the engines increased in size [1286cc–1351cc–
1490cc by 1978]. The body was also uprated and designed as a hatchback with more luxurious
seats and interior finish and a new dashboard with large circular rev counter and speedometer
with other dials.

In May 1977 the Alfa Sud Sprint coupe was introduced; this was a two door coupe designed by
the Italian Giugiaro. The boxer engine in this first Sprint was of 1286cc [67BHP].

The Sud Saloon continued with body and engine upgrades until 1983 when production ceased.
In 1978 the Sprint engine size was increased to 1490cc [85BHP] giving a top speed of
105MPH.

In 1979 it received  another power increase to 95BHP achieved by the use of two twin choke
carburettors and was capable of 110MPH. This model was called The Alfa Sud Sprint Veloce.

The Sud Sprint continued in various forms to 1987 with engine upgrades to 1700cc with fuel
injection.

The Sud bodyshell was of unitary design
and strong. Front suspension was by
Macpherson struts, with vertical
telescopic dampers, helical coil springs
and antiroll bar. Rear suspension was by
rigid beam axle longitudinally located by
watts linkages and transversely by
panhard rod  with helical springs and
telescopic shock absorbers. The braking
system consisted of servo operated disc
brakes all  round, front inboard with dual
hydraulic circuit. The front wheel drive transmission consisted of a 5 speed gearbox, with
differential mounted between the gearbox and engine.

The boxer engines were exceptionally smooth and free running and continued to be developed
with 16 valve twin camshaft heads producing 140BHP; this engine was put in the new Alfa 33
saloon.

The Alfa Sud was very popular with motor racing and rallying world. The Sud could be easily
modified for racing and became popular in the late 70s and 80s and are still competing today.

The Alfa Sud is fairly rare car today, especially the Sprints.
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DUNDRY NURSERIES,  BAMFURLONG LANE, CHELTENHAM GLOS GL51 6SL
info@dundrynurseries.co.uk

01452 713124

‘For All of Your Gardening Needs’
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A01 Marcos Mantara 400 Spyder 1996
A02 Marcos Mantara GTS 1997
A03 Marcos 3l V6 GT Coupe 1970
A04 Marcos Mantula Spyder 1996
A06 Porsche Cayman 2010
A07 Porsche 911 996 Turbo Cabriolet 2004
A08 Porsche Carrera 4S Cabrio 2009
A09 Porsche Carrera S 2015
A10 Porsche 911 SC 1982
A11 Porsche 911 3.2 Carrera 1986
A13 Porsche 968 Sport 1994
A14 Porsche Boxster 2001
A15 Porsche 911 GT3 2007
A16 Porsche Carrera S 2004
A20 Porsche 356 BT5 Coupe 1960
A21 Porsche 911 3.2 Carrera 1987
A23 Porsche 996 CSR 1999
A24 Porsche 911 SC/RS 1979
A25 Porsche 944 S2 1990
A27 Porsche 928 S 1983
A28 MGB GT 1969
A32 Wolseley Hornet Special 1935
A33 Triumph Stag 1973
A34 Triumph TR8 1982
A35 TVR Tasmin 400SE 1991
A36 Morgan +8 1991
A37 Morgan 4/4 Sport 2009
A38 Morgan 4/4 2000
A39 Morgan 2009
A41 Porsche 911 Targa 993 1997
A42 Gilbern Genie Mk1 1969
A43 Morris Mini Cooper S 1969
A44 Triumph TR6 1972
A45 Alfa Romeo GTV [2litre twin spark] 1998
A46 Daimler SP250 Dart 1960
A47 Lotus Esprit Turbo 1986
A48 Mazda MX5 1991
A49 Mazda Ennos 1995
A51 Jaguar C Type replica 1984
A53 BMW Z3 2.2 2002
A54 Jaguar XKR 2007
A55 Honda CRX Del Sol 1994
A56 Mazda RX8 2004
A57 VW Golf GTi lhd 1994

A58 Lancia Fulvia 1972
A61 Jaguar E type 1964
A63 Honda S2000 2004
A64 MGB Roadster 1970
A65 Volvo 480ES 1991
A66 MGB roadster 1967
A67 Lotus Elan +2 S130 1973
A71 Morgan Plus8 1977
A72 Mercedes SL350 2011
A73 Jaguar E type V12 Roadster 1974
A74 BMW Z4 2004
A75 Jaguar E type fhc 1970
B101 McLaren 507s Spyder 2018
B102 Lamborghini Countach QV 1985
B103 Maserati Grancabrio MC Auto 2016
B104 Ferrari 575GTO Speciale 1974
B105 Ferrari F430 Spider 2005
B106 Ultima GTR 2003
B107 Daimler DB18 DHC 1949
B108 Lagonda 4.5 litre 1934
B109 Lanchester Special 1953
B110 Bentley 3.5l Sports saloon 1935
B111 Aston Martin DB7 Vantage Coupe 2001
B112 Maserati Granturismo 2008
B113 Ford Mustang Conv GT 2017
B114 Alpine Renault A110 1967
B115 AMC Rambler Rebel Convertible 1967
B116 Suffolk SS100 1973/2002
B117 Arden Jaguar XK AJ20 Replica 2007
B202 Austin Mini Cooper S MkII 1275 1968
B203 Sunbeam Alpine Harrington Le Mans 1961
B205 Sunbeam Tiger 4.7 V8 1965
B206 Austin Healey Frogeye Sprite 1958
B207 Austin Healet 3000MkIII 1965
B208 Austin Healey 100/6 1957
B209 Mini Cooper S 1963
B210 Shelby Cobra GT3500 1968
B211 Shelby Cobra Evocation 1965
C01 Lagonda LG45 1936
C02 Jaguar MkII 3.8 1965
C03 Triumph TR3A 1960
C04 Aston Martin DB4 1961
C05 Bentley Mk VI 1951
C06 Austin Healey Sprite Mk 1 1959

Paddock
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C07 Austin Healey 100/4 1954
C08 Ford GT40 1966
C09 Ford GT40 replica 1995
C10 Ford GT40 1966
C11 Bristol 401 1952
C12 Bristol 400 1949
C13 ASMR1 1959/2013
C14 ASMR1 Roadster 2016
C15 Lancia Delta Integraler Rvo Martini 5 1992
C16 Lancia Fulvia Coupe 1600HF 1972
C17 Porsche 993RS 1995
D01 VW type 2 Camper 1970
D01a Chesil Speedster 1973
D02 BMW 428i conv 2014
D03 Tesla model X 2017
D04 Tesla model S 2017
D05 TVR T350T 2004
D06 TVR 1600M 1975
D07 TVR Cerbera 1997
D08 TVR Tamar 1977
D09 TVR Grantura 1966
D10 Frogeye Sprite 1960
D11 BMW 320i Convertible 1989
D12 Peugeot 106 Rallye 1998
D13 Saab 93 Aero 2.0 turbo 2000
D14 Lancia Fulvia Coupe S3 1976
D15 Lancia Fulvia Coupe 1.3 Series2 1972
D16 Lancia Delta Integrale 1993
E01 Riley 15/6 Kestrel 1937
E02 Riley 2.6 auto 1958
E03 Alfa Romeo Alfetta Berlina 1974
E04 Alfa Romeo Mito Quadrifoglio Verde 2012
E05 Alfa Romeo Spider Series3 1989
E06 Alfa Romeo Sud Sprint Veloce 1.5 1980
E07 John Cooper40LE Mini 1999
E08 Alfa Romeo Giulia GT 1975
E09 BMW 2002 1974
E10 Dutton Phaeton 1977
F05 MG Midget 1967
F06 MG B V8 roadster GT 1968
F07 MGB GT 1975
F08 MGB GT 1969
F09 Westfield Widebody 2 litre 2008
F10 Subaru Impreza WRX ST1 2004

G1 Mini Cooper LE 1999
G2 MGA 1600 MkII Roadster 1961
G3 Alfa Romeo Spyder S4 1990
G4 Austin Healey Sprite IV 1970
G5 Triumph GT6 Mk II 1969
G6 Pinifarina Spider Europa 1985
H01 Mazda EunosVRLimited Type A 1994
H02 Mazda MX5 BBR turbo 1991
H03 Mazda MX5 limited edition 1999
H04 Mazda MX5 25 anniversary 2014
H05 Mazda MX5 BBR turbo 1990
J01 Volkswagen Beetle Cabriolet 1978
J02 Renault 5 GT Turbo 1989
J03 Sylva Stylus 1988
J04 ToyotaMR2 2006
J05 Lotus  Elise S1 1998
J06 Lotus 7 S2 A series 1962
J08/M Dax Rush 1999
J09 Carcraft Cyclone 1998
J10 Davrian Imp mk5 1972
J11 Turner Mk1 1960
J12 Berkeley Sports 1959
J13 Berkeley SE 492 1957
J14 Berkeley B95 sport 1959
J15 Berkeley B95 1960
K01 Buckler 90 Prototype 1953
K02 Buckler Mk6 1952
K03 Buckler 90 1956
K04 Buckler DD2 1959
K05 Buckler DD2/MGA 1959
K06 Buckler DD2/Daimler V8 1958
K07 Buckler Backbone 1959
K08 Buckler DD2 Mistral 1959
K09 Buckler Mk V 1957
K10 Buckler Mk 5 1173 sv supercharged 1953
K11 Buckler Mk5 1953
K12 Buckler Mk 5 1954
K13 Caterham 7HPC 1995

Paddock
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N MG SVR – X Power 2004
N TVR 1600M 1972
N Bentley 31/2 Ltr (Derby) 1935
N Jaguar E-Type 1972
N Lea-Francis 14hp Sports 1948
N Triumph Stag 1972
N MG TD 1952
N Porsche 993 1995
N Honda S2000 2006
N Chrysler Crossfire 2006
N Jaguar MKII 3.8 1962
N Chrysler Crossfire 2003
N BMW 640d Cabriolet 2014
N Chrysler Crossfire 1979
N Turner Mk1 1960
P Porsche 924 Turbo 1981
P Porsche 924 S 1986
P Porsche 924 S 1986
P Porsche 924 S Le Mans 1988
P Porsche 924 Turbo 1980
P Porsche 924 Carrera GT 1980
P Porsche 924 Carrera GTS 1981
P Porsche 924 Le Mans 1980
P Porsche 924 S 1987
P Porsche 924 1987

P Porsche 924 1983
P Porsche 924 Turbo series 1 1980
P Porsche 924 Lux 1985
P Porsche 924 S 1987
P Porsche 944 S2 1992
P Porsche 924 1983
P Porsche 924 S 1986
P Porsche 924 Turbo 1983
P Porsche 924 1982
P Porsche 924 N/A 1980
p Porsche 924 S 1988
P Porsche 924 Turbo 1980
P Porsche 924 1983
P Porsche 944 1985
P Porsche 924 Turbo 1980
P Porsche 924 S 1985
T Jaguar XK8 1998
T VW Golf GTi Mk2 1991
T Subaru Forester 2015
T Mercedes Benz 2017
T Subaru XV 2018
U Gilbern GT 1962
U Gilbern GT 1965
U Gilbern Invader 1971

Orchard

M
O

SS A
LLEY
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What is it? An online Classic Vehicle Event Diary covering the UK south of a line drawn roughly
from the Wash to Aberwystwyth.

You can find it at www.yeomansyearbook.org.uk It is produced by Bishops Waltham Rotary
Club, in Hampshire. We have 1300 events listed for 2018 and consistently receive over 2500
visits a month.

Please if you know of any events involving Classic Vehicles of any sort from Steam to Pedal let
us know or ask the organisers to contact us. Please enjoy the yearbook and I hope you find an
event to your liking. If you are an organiser please send us a photo of the event and we will
include it on the website.

Any profits made will go to Rotary Charities.

Rotarian Peter L Yeoman, Bishops Waltham Rotary Club
01329 832595  peter.yeoman@yeomansyearbook.org.uk

WE MOT TEST ALL TYPES OF CARS!

Whether you own a Bullnose,
a Javelin or a DB5. . .

WE WILL GIVE IT A FAIR TEST!

*PLUS our usual All Make Servicing by
experienced, trained technicians

EBDONS OF CHELTENHAM LTD
339 SWINDON ROAD, CHELTENHAM

TELEPHONE 01242 232167
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vehicle servicing
& repairs

mot test station

Unit 3
King Alfred Way
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire
GL52 6QP

Telephone 01242 574040
Email challengemc@live.com

specialists in

•audi

•vw

•seat

•skoda

•porsche
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A direct descendant of one of the oldest sets of Barristers Chambers in Birmingham, Citadel is now a
leading and progressive set conveniently situated in the heart of Birmingham, immediately opposite the
Queen Elizabeth II Law Courts.

Our members and staff are committed to maintaining high professional standards, whilst adopting a
flexible and forward-thinking approach to the demands of modern legal practice.

Citadel has acquired a strong reputation as one of the biggest crime chambers in the country, in recent
years we have developed into a multi-disciplinary set, able to offer first class advocacy in all types of
Court and tribunal licensing, general common law (including contentious civil costs), employment,
immigration and asylum, inquiries and inquests. Chambers has a wealth of experience in a wide range
of regulatory work: trading standards, health and safety, environmental law, consumer law, VAT /
revenue appeals, education law, and professional or occupational disciplinary matters and of course
motoring law. With our partner The Business of Sport  www.tbosglobal.com  we offer a full range of
support and representation to sportsmen and women relating to all aspects of their career and its
development.

As well as offering traditional referral services through solicitors, we do, in appropriate cases, offer
services direct to clients. Chambers further has its own co–located sister firm of solicitors, enabling us
uniquely to offer a complete end to end service.

190 Corporation Street, Birmingham, B4 6QD
email:john.binks@citadelchambers.com  Tel: 0121 233 8500  www.citadelchambers.com

Lining • False Floors • Shelving • Racking • Roof Racks & Accessories • Bulkheads • Roof
Vents • Heating • Beacons • Work Lights • Reversing Warning • Reversing Sensors

• Security Grills • Locks • Tool boxes • Alarms • Tracker • Tow Bars • Safe T Bars • Steps
• Ramps • Additional Seating • Seat Covers • Auxiliary Power Supplies • Hand Wash

Units • Glass Racks • 240v Power • Compressed Air • Fleet Management Systems

We Do Everything to Make Your Van Work For You

ADVANTEC is proud to support The Buckler Register

All types of van conversions
CAD Design Facility

Fitted out in our modern workshops

We Design, Manufacture, Supply and Fit
for Single Vans to Whole Fleets

Visit our website today to find out more
www.van-equipment.co.uk

01926 642555
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ROTARY CLUB OF DURSLEY DISTRICT 1100

11th COTSWOLD CLASSIC & SPORTS CAR RUN
SUNDAY 8th JULY 2018

The Rotary Club of Dursley invites  you to enter the Dursley Cotswold Classic run. This, our 11th event, will
be approximately 100 miles long, with a coffee stop at around 50 miles out, with the start and finish being at

Rednock School, Kinghill Road, Dursley, GL11 4BY. PLEASE NOTE same venue as last year.

At signing on, open from 8.30am, there will be a breakfast of bacon or sausage rolls with tea or coffee, and
at the finish there will be pork and salad lunch, all included in the entry price. We aim to start with car no.1

leaving at 9.30am, and the first cars returning to Rednock School for approximately 2.00pm.

The event is open to all classic and sports cars and motorcycles of interest. Entry will be £50.00 per car and
this will include two people for the above food, motorcycles will be charged at £25 for bike and rider. Any

extra passengers will be charged an additional £12.00 per head to cover the cost of the food.

If entrants do not want lunch at the finish the cost will be reduced to £35.00 per car for two people. The run
will pass through some of the more scenic areas and villages of Gloucestershire keeping to lesser used roads.

All profits  will go to  Rotary Charities.

Entry forms available from:
Graham Peake: chris@chrispeake.wanadoo.co.uk

Telephone 01453 545369
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My first memories of the Riley Kestrel are as a
car-keen young boy aged about six, lying awake
on summer evenings during the middle years of
the Second World War. Every now and again, a
nice looking, rather faded maroon bodied car
would leave our neighbour’s house, emitting a
distinctive whine – unlike any other car in my
childhood experience. In time, I was to find out
that the car was a Riley Kestrel and the whine
came from its pre-selector gearbox. . .

As the years went by, my admiration for
the Riley marque grew. As a young engineer,
particularly interested in the internal
combustion engine, I much appreciated the
classical design of Percy Riley’s high camshaft(s),
twin overhead valve, hemispherical combustion
chamber engines, and the nice clean appearance
of the Riley cars in general – and the “fastback”
Kestrels in particular. It also helped to know that
the Riley 6-cylinder formed the basis of the
engine of my favourite racing cars of the
immediate postwar years – the ERA. During
that era, my family would come here to Prescott
to watch our cousin Alec Issigonis and his friend
George Dowson, campaign their (very special!)
Lightweight Special. They usually won their
class (750cc s/c), but it seemed it was invariably
Raymond Mays in his ERA (and light blue
overalls), who made off with fastest time of
the day.

Eventually, my lusting for a Riley Kestrel
overcame caution, and on 7th February 1965 I
purchased GMH 275 from a gentleman in
Hinchley Wood, Surrey for the princely sum of
52 GBP/10s – which I couldn’t really afford, but
oh well . . . I remember there was snow on the
ground as I drove home to Epsom. Happily the
flat we were renting at the time came complete
with a lock-up garage . . .

In the Spring of 1966, we moved from Epsom
to a house in Cobham – with no garage! So the
Kestrel had to live outside, adjacent to a large
willow tree(!). I ran the poor car until I could no
longer afford to repair it, and then there it sat, –
exposed to the elements and gently
deteriorating, until the summer of 1976. At that
point, I moved the car from its rigorous lifestyle
in Cobham to a nice, dry lock-up garage (with
occasional visits) in Wimbledon. And there it
was to remain for the next quarter of a century!!

In Summer of 2001, I realized I could
probably afford to have the Kestrel restored – so
long as it was at a reasonably slow rate...! By that
time, home turf had moved from Wimbledon to
just outside Exeter. Accordingly, the car was
transported to its Devonian home garage in the
Autumn of 2001, and shortly after that I
contacted that oracle of all things prewar Riley,
Ian Gladstone of Blue Diamond Services,
(conveniently located near Langport, Somerset),
to see if he would be interested in restoring the
car. On 29th November, Ian duly came to inspect
and examine, accompanied by his friend Bruce
Bellamy, a noted wizard in the related fields of
wood and sheet metal working. Ian and Bruce

48

Miscellaneous Information:
First Registered: Between June and September 1937 in Middlesex.

Indicated distance travelled at start of restoration: 71769 miles.
Price in 1937: 380 GBP (Ex-Works).

Engine Capacity: 1726 cc 6-cylinder – (Bore 62mm, Stroke 95.2mm).
Maximum “Safe” Speed: 72 mph (@ 4700 rpm).

1937 15/6 Riley Kestrel – GMH 275 – Mark Ransome

Off to Blue Diamond Services for major
reconstructive surgery
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spent about an hour going over the car, at the
end of which they declared the car to be
certainly worthy of restoration – and a nice
example, to boot. This, in spite of the copious
rust, sagging rear end and broken wooden
frame pieces...!

However, due to both Ian and Bruce
workload constraints, it wasn’t until nearly a
year later, on 16th October 2002, that the
car was transported to Ian’s shop, and the
“bottom up” restoration started. All chassis,
mechanical, electrical and engine work was
carried out at Ian’s shop, while the body, doors
and ash frame (what was left of it!), went to
Bruce’s place in Merriott. Over the next seven
years, Ian and Bruce (who would go to source
to select the optimum pieces of wood for a
particular application!), plus their assorted
band of skilled assistants, helpers and sub-
contractors (wheels, upholstery, paint etc.)
performed quite remarkable feats of
restoration engineering – to produce the much
loved car (Entry No. 181) you see here at
Prescott today.

Ian brought the car back home to us on 26th
November 2009, having run it in for 600 miles,
with the admonishment that “it would take
about 2000 miles for all the parts to get to
know one another – and settle down”. And he
was right. The car is a joy to drive and has now
done about 3500 miles since restoration.

A portrait in rust. Wings and boot
floor – steel. Body – aluminium

Engine in assembly. Valve/rocker covers and fan
bracket from brand new castings

The End Product

The seats and
carpet weren't in

the best of
condition ....

November, 2002. The great divide – of body
and chassis
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Cotswold Festival of Motoring – Sunday 12th Aug

Cotswold School, Bourton-on-the-Water, GL54 2BD

A fun day for all the family. Fantastic selection of cars on display –
including the Motion Picture Motors exhibition, amazing food such as
handmade pizza and Thai street food and a fete area with traditional

stalls and a climbing wall!

www.cotswoldfestivalofmotoring.org

Come and see some of your favourite automotive stars of TV and
screen as well as vehicles ranging from an Aston Martin DB11

to a 1920 Silver Ghost. 

£6 for adults and children go free

All day parking adjacent to the Festival £3

To exhibit a car email contact@cotswoldfestivalofmotoring.org as cars
must be registered in advance – we’re looking for classic, vintage,

sports, rare, unusual, entertaining and interesting cars.

Organised by the Rotary Club of the North Cotswolds in aid of
Midlands Air Ambulance, NSPCC, Canine Partners and

Sue Ryder Leckhampton Hospice

www.cotswoldfestivalofmotoring.org
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McLaren – Joy Rainey

I've always shown an interest in the McLaren
marque since I was a child when my father came
to England from Australia with his Cooper Racing
car. I was given a year off school while we
travelled round Europe racing at many circuits.

Bruce McLaren was, at that time, a Cooper works driver
and I met him on many occasions but one time stands out
in my mind.

Before returning to Australia we visited the Cooper Car
Company to say farewell to the Coopers and the staff. As we
were walking towards the double doors we heard quite a
high pitched engine noise, a bit like a motor mower. Out of
the garage Bruce McLaren came speeding out mounted on a
small device, the likes of which I had never seen before. That
was my introduction to Go-Karts.

Bruce and John Cooper had built the kart for a diversion
and we arrived just as the first test drive was taking place.
As “Mr. Charles” (Cooper) was absent, a track was hastily
cleared down between the lathes, round a Formula 2 jig,
through the door into a terrazzo floored showroom, the area
used for assembling racing cars, and down the main straight
past the milling machine.

After the first drive Bruce complained that he could not
make the tail break away when cornering. “We’ll soon fix
that!” muttered Cooper’s chief mechanic, when Bruce was out
of earshot.

A bucket of soapy water soon appeared and before Bruce
came round, sloshed the entire terrazzo floor with the
soapy water.

The tail certainly broke away when Bruce came hurtling
round the makeshift track. After three complete spins he
cannoned into a stack of packing cases. Everyone laughed
uncontrollably, all that is except Bruce. He was not amused,
but his language was more than colourful and very
descriptive.

As I poured over this miniature ‘racing car’ it immediately
sprung to mind that my small stature would be absolutely
ideal for this form of motor sport. My poor father had to
put up with my pestering until he built me a go-kart but
fortunately we were successful by winning many races.

This was my introduction to motor sport.
Over the following years I met Bruce McLaren on many

occasions both in Australia and England and he was always
very friendly to this young admirer.

I remember back in 1970 at Brands Hatch when Bruce
McLaren showed me his prototype road-going sports car that
he was personally driving that day. Using a M6B chassis as
raced in the Can-Am series and fitted with an all enveloping
body, the project became Bruce’s favourite as it had been his
ambition to manufacture a road-car after the success of the
racing programme. Sadly, just months later while testing the
new model Can-Am car, Bruce was tragically killed at
Goodwood and the road-going sports car project came to
end.

Eventually in 2011 the factory produced a road going
sports car – the McLaren MP4-12C. The first time I saw one
in the flesh was at the Racing Car Show which caused me to
suddenly stop in my tracks – I was looking at one of the
most beautiful vehicles I had seen in years. I walked round it
several times and immediately fell in love, totally convinced
that I would never be the owner of such an exotic car.

Over the following years I enjoyed some motor-sport
successes with a number of cars, including an E Type Jaguar,
1936 Alfa Romeo sports racing car, a single seater Pilbeam
in hill-climbing then long-distance rallying in various cars.

Last year I took the painful decision to sell my motor
cars. I felt devastated and had difficulty accepting my choice
as I felt that every car was part of my family but eventually
I convinced myself that these were mechanical objects and I
still have the memories and photos of all the achievements.

To compensate myself I decided that I would buy a
modern sports car, but it would need to have space to
transport my small mobility scooter. The choice was limited.
The Jaguar F Type was unsuitable, may be a Porsche would
be OK, then a chance meeting with a friend I had not
seen for more than 20 years must have contributed to my
choice. When he asked me to look at his new car I was
amazed that it was a McLaren 570S and then when he
lifted the front bonnet and I saw the amount of space my
thoughts went crazy! After my cars sold at auction I
ordered a new McLaren 570S Spyder. I have not done many
miles yet but I can say that this is one of the nicest cars
I have driven and I look forward to many years of
enjoyable McLaren driving.
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M.O.T. Testing

◆

Servicing & Repairs

to all makes of car
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Yellow Dutton Phaeton S3 – Mark Bagnall

Dutton cars were produced in kit form from
1970 to 1989 using the running gear of popular
saloons.

The Phaeton model was produced in 4 series
from 1977 to 1989. Dutton concentrated on,
for a kit car company, high volumes at
affordable prices – at it’s peak production was
over 1,000 per year.

Early Duttons used a space-frame chassis
with fibreglass bodywork and some aluminium
panels – inspiration seemed to be from the
Lotus 7, but Dutton’s were never a 7 copy like
so many. As the Phaetons were developed the
chassis was further simplified with 2 large main
tubes and lighter semi space-frame clothed in
fibreglass bodywork.

Unlike Colin Chapman, Tim Dutton-
Woolley is somewhat shorter than I am and
that seems to have informed the room inside
the cockpit. Dutton sports cars typically have
tight driving positions as I found out with the
first Dutton I owned, a Malaga B+ where I
really couldn’t fit my legs in!

The Phaeton does have a roomier cockpit
and to free up more legroom I fitted moulded
seats, replacing padded buckets.

As is typical with kits of this era, there were
variations in specification both from the
factory and then from the builder’s completion
of the car. So, although it is difficult to be
certain what the first specification was, the
majority is how a well specified version could
have been produced in the period.

I bought the Phaeton to drive and enjoy a
simple sports car. My series 3 is based on a Ford
Escort Mark1 from 1970 but did not make it
onto our roads until 1990. The basic
specification of this car was good and it was on
the road but, unsurprisingly, there was plenty
to be tidied up. I resisted the temptation for a
full body off rebuild and instead opted to
conduct a running refurbishment.

As I write this I am rebuilding the engine
with my first proper outing being Prescott –

which is a great incentive to get into the
garage!

The engine is a Ford Crossflow engine bored
out to 1700cc with a Kent Cams 244 “rally”
profile and twin 40 Dellorto carburettors.
Internals are uprated for strength and
lightness, for example a lightened steel
flywheel is fitted, there is also an oil cooler
with a high-pressure oil pump.

Hopefully this will have been set up on a
rolling road before Prescott.

The suspension is Dutton modified Escort
struts at the front while at the rear the live axle
has 5 link location. Brakes are Escort, discs up
front and drums at the rear. A modern roll-bar
is now fitted along with 4-point harnesses. To
fully enjoy open motoring – at least when it’s
not raining – aero screens are currently fitted.

Driving has been a very pleasant surprise – a
lot better then I feared it may be. Initially the
setup was very stiff and tended to ground on
small bumps but after adjusting spring seats,
damper settings and tyre pressures handling is
nicely balanced and a lot of fun.

Working on the car, and driving, is shared
with my son Sam. We enjoyed Prescott last
year, such an interesting variety of cars and
friendly people. We plan to on attending one
or 2 other events over the summer – hopefully
including a track day at Cadwell. Do come and
have a chat on the day.
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COME AND TALK PORSCHE TO US TODAY
IN THE PADDOCK
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Premium

Car Care
www.autoglym.com
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